FAQ´s ON UCOIN CURRENCY
WHAT DO I OWN WHEN BUYING A UCOIN?
When buying a UCOIN, you own the right to receive tokens of the issuer on a future date
subject to any limitations that are detailed in the UCOIN itself.
HOW DO I PURCHASE A UCOIN?
UCOINcurrency.io provides everything you need to enter into a UCOIN
agreement with a UCOIN issuer. You will easily be able to review the list of
current live deals on our site and choose the issuance that you like best. Then
you will be able to read and sign the UCOIN contract via our platform in a secured
method.
- Complete mandatory Know Your Customer (KYC) and Anti Money Laundering (AML)
checks in order to be considered for purchase.
- Investors from certain countries are excluded from participating in the
UCOINcurrency.io pre-sale and Crowd Sale UTO.
- You must be 18 years or older.
- Approved purchasers will be notified by email.
KYC verification documents include:
One of a passport, national identity card, or driver license; A picture of your with your
passport; and A public ethereal address.
Once you read and sign the UCOIN, we provide payment instructions on your user portal
for the delivery of payment under the UCOIN. Be sure to provide us with your Ethereum
address so the issuer can distribute your coins.
ARE UCOINS LEGAL?
Yes, UCOIN uses excellent legal advice to ensure that the UCOINs are structured to meet
necessary regulatory requirements.

WHAT CURRENCIES CAN I USE TO BUY UCOIN?
USD, Bitcoin and Ether.
NOTE: If your payment is in USD we will you provide payment instructions by email and
such payments will be subject to transaction fees and coins will be locked (no sales and
no payments) until payment is validated. This period could take weeks for some
investors.
WHO CAN PURCHASE A UCOIN ON UCOINCURRENCY.IO?
- Buyers who provide KYC/AML information. Buyers must all pass our KYC/AML
compliance review prior to entering into any UCOIN agreement on our platform.
- You must be 18 years or older.
- Buyers from certain countries are excluded from participating in the UCOINcurrency.io
pre-sale and Crowd Sale UTO.
- Buyers are required to have their own counsel to ensure compliance with any local or
specific regulation or tax concerns.
WHAT ABOUT HACKERS?
We have a number of security procedures in place to protect our data and unintended
access to our website. We have spent an incredible amount of time, effort, and money
to ensure our website is a safe place to do business. We consider safety to be a core
concern and competency.
WHAT ABOUT COMPLIANCE AND REGULATIONS?
Regulatory compliance is a key focus of ours and we have brought the top attorneys in
the industry on board to advise our process. Our background is in banking, brokerage,
security and technology. We go above and beyond the legal advice that we have
received in order to comply with all necessary laws and regulation.
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN UCOIN HOLDERS RECEIVE COINS?
The UCOIN purchase process terminates.

DO WE OFFER BONUSES?
YES, our program is designed to give our purchasers a high-performance incentive for
early participation representing an excellent opportunity.
NOTICE/DISCLAIMER
The information provided above are opinions provided as a courtesy and does not
constitute legal advice. We urge you to seek your own independent legal and tax
advice.
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